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Mars in one month: The GEM theory of en-
ergy and momentum exchange with
spacetime and forces observed in the
eaglework Q-V thruster

The experimental forces observed in the Eagleworks Q-V thruster indicate that it may be
possible to generate propulsive forces by the application of RF power into suitable shaped
cavities. This approach to assess these forces uses the GEM theory where it is assumed the
Poynting Vectors of the applied RF power acts upon a background Poynting Flux against
the gravity field of the Earth. This analysis implies that the observed forceis an effect upon
the gravity (g) field of the Earth. This is similar to the exchange of momentum between
EM fields and curved spacetime in the vacuum that occurs when starlight is bent by the
gravity field of the Sun in General Relativity. This hypothetical premise assumes that
quantum gravity is part of the space-time manifold which is constantly fluctuating, a quan-
tum ZPF (Zero Point Fluctuation) and that what we perceive �space-time� is merely as
smooth and steady of an average of these oscillations. The GEM theory predicts that we
can change the steady state Poynting fields associated with Gravity via a GEM- derived
�Vacuum Bernoulli Equation� similar to the Bernoulli Equation of aerodynamics. This
preliminary analysis provides the basic equations and assumptions of the GEM theory of
the Q-V thruster laid out with a simple calculation to explain the forces and their scaling
with applied power. Approximate agreement as to the magnitude and scaling of the ob-
served forces seen with force predicts a power ratio of ~0.2mN/W seen in low-power
experiments. Recent new results from the GEM theory are also briefly summarized. An
approximate calculation using the 0.1N/kW thrust to power ratio observed in high-power
Q-V thruster experiments is performed and shows an approximate 1 month one-way trip
time to Mars from Earth for a 30 metric ton spacecraft with 1 MW Solar power array.
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INTRODUCTION

The Q-V Thruster[1] appears to create a force due to
an interaction between applied RF power and the
vacuum itself, within a specially shaped container. A
conceptual model has been proposed based on an in-
teraction between the RF and virtual particles whose
presence is required by quantum theory. This device
was built to try to reproduce the results of experi-
ments by Shayer[2], where microwaves of much higher
power were directed into a closed asymmetric vessel
and generated thrust at a level of 0.1mN/W. This re-

sult has been reproduced in the Q-V Thruster experi-
ment, howbeit at much lower power levels and much
lower thrust per unit power. The thrust detected by
the device being a reaction force to momentum is trans-
ferred to the virtual particles. Two problems are
present in this model, one is the global conservation
of momentum and the other is the problem of the
divergence-free nature of the vacuum EM field that
would seem to preclude transfer of momentum to the
virtual particles. However, both of these problems can
be solved by considering that the Q-V thruster and
other similar devices are exchanging momentum di-
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rectly between EM fields and space-time itself. This
effect occurs in the GEM[3] theory because, in that
theory, the fabric of space-time itself is electromag-
netic and EM fields can interfere constructively and
destructively to change the structure of space-time. In
this brief manuscript, the basic GEM theory will be
presented and its application to the Q-V thruster to
explain the origin of the measured forces with their
approximate magnitude and scaling with applied power
will be discussed.
Based on the positive result of the Q-V thruster at low
power, and the support for this result seen in the GEM
theory, plus the great promise of this possible new
means of space propulsion, a simple calculation will
also be performed to see how long a 1 Megawatt Solar
powered will take to move a 50 metric ton spacecraft
from Earth to Mars.

MOMENTUM AND ENERGY BETWEEN
VACUUM EM FIELDS AND SPACETIME

In the standard theory of General Relativity the EM
energy density

)2/2/( 22
oo BEu   (1)

For a mass density due to EM energy density ,
2c

u


 Gg 4 (2)

In a plasma, the charged particles of the plasma would
move to create currents to generate a J x B force to
counteract this gravity force. But in a vacuum this is
not possible. What then counteracts the gravity pull
on the magnetic lines of force?

We can answer this by going to the covariant form of
the problem in general relativity. By starting with the
problem of a EM field in a vacuum we can write
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Where TEM
mn

is the EM Stress tensor.
In covariant formalism we take the divergence of both
sides and obtain, because the divergence the left side
must vanish mathematically due to the Bianchi identi-
ties
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Using covariant formalism we have in expanded form
EMEMEM TTT 
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Therefore we have, the divergence of the EM Stress-
Energy Tensor where 


is the Christoffel Symbol.

The Christoffel Symbolprovidesthe part of the diver-
gence that is due to gradients in the metric of space
time, that is, gravity. Therefore, we obtain

EMEMEM TTT 
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In the Newtonian limit for time constant gravity fields
and using 3 vectors this becomes
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where S is the Poynting vector.
Because we have a vacuum EM field with no charge
we have

0 T (8)

Therefore we must have, to conserve momentum, with
=u/c2

Figure 1 : The frustum of the Q-V thruster
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This is the fundamental relation of the GEM theory,
equating gravity to an ExB flow.

GEM THEORY AND THE VACUUM BER-
NOULLI EFFECT

The Poynting vector is a fundamental quantity in EM
theory and transports momentum and energy in EM
fields. For example: a beam of light travels through
space-time as a transverse electromagnetic wave ex-
pressed as the Poynting vector Sas:

HE
BE

S 





(10)

This operation propels fundamental information about
the elementary perturbation of space-time across the
universe. The E and B fields expressed above are shown
through the fundamental Poynting vector equation

to be coupled at the point where the Poynting vector
exists and couples to particles and space-time.
The Poynting fields around the �Morningstar Energy
Box�[3] device can be visualized as seen in Figure 3 and
are in the form of generating an electromagnetic vor-
tex. Following our fluid concept of space-time, we
can imagine that since the fluid space-time is station-
ary far away from the center of the Poynting vortex.
A velocity gradient must exist, such velocity gradients
lead to turbulence when they exceed a small thresh-
old as is seen in everyday fluid flows. Added to this
effect is the nonlocal nature of the wave functions of
the particles, which sample the Poynting field at many
locations at once, and thus do not see the vortex as a
coherent entity but as a collection of interactions. So
we can assume that the quantum mechanical matter
waves will experience the Poynting vortex as a source
of turbulence.
This intersection of fields is expressed in the Murad-
Brandenburg equation, a Poynting conservation equa-
tion, which treats the Poynting vector field as a wave

Figure 2 : Components of a transverse light wave noting the propagation due to the poynting vector

Figure 3 : The electromagnetic fields surrounding a rotating �energy box� array of magnets. Magnetic fields are shown in blue,
electric fields are shown in green, and the Poynting vector is shown in red. Note that the Poynting vectors form a vortex
pattern.
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field and away from its sources can be written:

(11)

When near field source terms are included we have:

(12)

where it can be seen the vorticity of the Poynting
vector: ×S, is prominent.
Away from sources, Poynting fields can be consid-
ered as a chaotic sum of waves, moving through each
other. The Murad-Brandenburg Equation is a result of
standard EM theory but we can move beyond this
theory to extend this with the GEM (Gravity Electro-
Magnetic) theory.
The GEM theory[2] is a combination of the Sakharov
theory of gravity as consisting of radiation pressure.
That is, gravity fields are an array of ExB drifts arising
from the quantum ZPF (Zero Point Fluctuation), and
the Kaluza-Klein theory of EM gravity unification by
a hidden 5th dimension.
It provides basic mathematical results with:
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Where r
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c2 is the dimension size,m
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where m
p
 and m

e
 are the proton and electron masses

respectively, r
p
 = [Gh/c3] ½ is the Planck length,m

P
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the Planck mass, and the square root of the mass ratio
(m

p
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e
)1/2 ==42.8503 is a parameter relating the elec-

tron and proton masses. This model has recently been
refined to give corrected behavior near the Planck scale
where all the quantities m

o
/m
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ing to the corrected forms of Eq. 13 and 14:
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The expression in Eq. 16 can be inverted to yield the
formula for the Newton Gravitation constant:

  22822
10×6752.6)/1(2exp  
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Which is within 2 parts per ten thousand of measured
value for G. And from Eq. 15.we find the proton mass,
m

p
from the vacuum:

gmp
24)( 10× 1.667

2/1 


  (18a)

This result is within a 4 parts per thousand of the
measured proton mass of 1.673×10 -24 g. This demon-
strates the importance and accuracy of the GEM theory
in its developed form.
Recently, the GEM theory was able to predict the
masses of the charged pion, W boson and Higgs boson
to high accuracy using the concept of quantum Mie
scattering,or action integral, off of the structural reso-
nances[3] of the classical EM radii, r

c
 In a new analysis,

which we briefly summarize here, this concept is gen-
eralized to include virtual paths of reduced probabil-
ity of order  or 1/:

NhcE / (18b)

)22( cc rMr   (18c)

whereE is the particle rest energy, c, is the speed of
light h is Planck�s constant, and l is the path length.
The previous derived masses were all for the case N=1
M=0. The most probable path is thus just simple cir-
cumference around a particle classical radii, but with
a reduced probability, the path may divert to orbit
the particle M times, this giving an effectively longer
path. For the reduced probability cases of M=5 and
even N=5, reflecting the dimensionality 5 of the GEM
theory, we have the following particle masses, includ-
ing a particle exclusively predicted by the GEM, the
�M*�, (Morningstar) particle never before observed :
Returning to the problem at hand, how to explain the

Two bright objects in dark box repel each other Two dark objects in a bright box attract each other

Figure 4 : The Sakharov model of gravity
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TABLE 1 : Particle masses predicted by the GEM theory and observed masses including the new predicted M* particle

Figure 5 : Motion of charged particles in cross E and B fields, with E vector formed between charged plates and B vector coming
out of the paper. In the second case using tilted plates the charged particles accelerate. Velocity for all particles is the same
regardless of charge or mass

Figure 6 : A Particle code simulation of the ExB drift gravity model showing an electron and a 10x electron mass positron

Q-V thruster results, we begin by looking at the
Poynting vector:
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(19)
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Now the E×B drift will move all charged particles at

the same speed and can be written in termsof S.For a
vacuum we have, with u

o
as a steady state magnetic

field energy density, the E×B drift velocity:
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This E×Bvelocity depends only on the ratio E/B and
not on the mass of the particles affected or their charge.
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As a practical matter, the particles only assume this
E×B motion after a cyclotron period, but we assume
they are all �up to speed.� We can adopt the physical
model that E/B is the speed of the quantum vacuum
since it obeys the equivalence principle and effects all
masses the same. This means we can assume all the
quantum particles appearing and disappearing
fromHeisenberg Uncertainty move at this rate. We
can keep the magnetic field constant and create a gra-
dient in the E field by tilting the plates relative to each
other while keeping the E field everywhere normal to
the B field as seen in Figure 5. This model has been
tested and verified with a particle simulation code for
the curvature E and B field configuration and the re-
sults are shown in Figure 6.
When this model of EM gravity is combined with
Poynting�s theorem, the Kaluza-Klein action falls out
as a conserved quantity and can be called the VBE
(�Vacuum Bernoulli Equation�)[6] A brief version of it
derivation shown below. We assume B2/2m

o
 is con-

stant and vary E in time, then the charged particles
will all accelerate at the same rate:
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We can also write form Newtonian gravity theory
with gravity vector field g,where G is Newton�s grav-
ity constant

 Gg 4 (23)

Where we assume E = mc2 and so an EM energy den-
sity can form a mass density as a source for a gravity
field. This density becomes:

)2/2/(, 22
2 oo BEu
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u
  (24)

This means when EM energy flows into a spherical
region from all sides, gravity vectors pointing into the
region increase in time so that, for the case of a spheri-
cally symmetric region, we have:

2/44 cSGGg    (25)

Where both vectors can generate an additional vor-
tex-like fieldF = Ñ×A that include curls of a vector
potential.
For the simplest case of no �curl fields� we have
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This is the VBE expression we get from the Kaluza-
Klein Action in the Newtonian limit, with <E·B> =
0 in the vacuum, that is, a vacuum made of EM waves.
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Therefore, the same E×B drift theory of gravity: EM
fields directly effecting spacetime rather than merely
serving as a mass density source term, is also the basis
for the coupled equations of General Relativity and
Electromagnetism.
The Vacuum Bernoulli Equations says that gravity
fields are associated with a net Poynting Flow in the
vacuum. Therefore, we can change the local gravity
field by changing the Poynting fields.
Now we perturb the Poynting flow with a new an
artificial Poynting flow, in the case of the Q-V thruster,
created by the applied RF field. This perturbing flow
is at right angles to the main Poynting flow and as-
sumed of equal magnitude and is due to photon-pho-
ton scattering[7], a commonly observed phenomena so
the two flows can have a constructive interference
term dS· S|dS||S|
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Now since we can assume each Poynting or E×Bflow
S is a �flow of the vacuum� and all it contains, and
that it is a continuous flow field we can perturb the
flow fields as though they are of comparable under-
lying energy. We will assume the flow rate of the
vacuum at the Earth� surface to be the escape velocity
V

esc
= 1.1 ×10 4m/sec, since that is the velocity of a

particle falling from outer space. We will call this the
assumption that �all vacuums are weightless,� which
is an extension of the equivalence principle to the
vacuum itself, and says we can combine their ExB flows.
The Newtonian Gravity Potential
We have then for perturbing fields and a gravity po-
tential in terms of an E×B drift model of gravity that
is valid for both DC and oscillating E fields, where
charged particles are acceleratedinto the strongest part
of the perturbing E field. How then does the
Newtonian gravity potential between charged particles
come about? We begin with the expression for a grav-
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ity potential in terms of E and B fields in the vacuum,
where V

D
 is the particle drift velocity in the crossed E

and B fields. Here we use esu units for electromag-
netic quantities:
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We now consider the mechanisms of how gravity arises
from our E×B drift model and the interaction of
charged particles with the quantum vacuum. We ob-
tain the Newtonian potential as the perturbing E elec-
tric energy density divided by the powerful ZPF mag-
netic field:

2
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Note that this is expression for the gravity potential.
We can now proceed approximately with the deriva-
tion of the Newtonian potential from the GEM model
of gravity potential shown in Eq. 25 as an array of
E×B drifts.
According to the Standard Model all massive particles,
electrons and quarks making up ordinary matter, are
charged point particles. These charged particles all
move freely in the presence of the ZPF fields of the
quantum vacuum. It has been pointed out by Puthoff[8]

that under the Standard Model even the quarks, mak-
ing up the moves freely because of the phenomenon
of �Ultraviolet Freedom� and hence their interaction
with the quantum vacuum can be considered in isola-
tion. All these free charged particles are in constant
motion, or �Zitterbewegung� or quantum jitter because
of their accelerated motion must radiate as discussed
by Puthoff. The radiation field is irregular, but statis-
tically isotropic, the radiation E field is normal to the
radiation direction coming from the particle and de-

cays as 1/r, where r is the distance from the particle.
This radiation field constructively interferes with a
portion of the ZPF thatis isotropic and uniform to
surround the particle resulting in an electric field en-
ergy density. It is this electric energy density that forms
the numerator of the fraction shown in Eq. 25. The
magnetic energy density of the ZPF is the denomina-
tor of the fraction. Using our expressions for the clas-
sical radius of a charged particle, the Planck length
and writing G asG= c4/ (T

o
 r

P
2) as from Eq. 27, we can

write, using B
o
2=T
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The particle radiating because of its motion the ZPF
creates an electric field stress on the surface of a sphere
of radius r, centered on the particle, and is propor-
tional to the radiated power of the particle, where a is
the acceleration of the particle.
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This expression limited to a<c2/r
c,
 where r

c
 =e2/mc2

is the particle classical radius in esu units. We limit the
acceleration to the valuea=c2/r

c
, and obtain, upon sim-

plification.
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Where E
c
 = e/r

c
2, the electric field at the classical par-

ticle surface. We then write the mean constructive
interference term between the particle radiation and
the background ZPF fields where E

o
 = q

P
/r

P
2 takes

into account the geometrical variations and time
fluctuations, and obtain approximately:
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From this expression we then obtain:
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Gravity fields arise in the GEM theory from the con-
structive interference of the action of the ZPF:
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Using the expression for the Planck charge q
P
 = ea-1/2,

where a is the fine structure constant, we simplify Eq.
30 and obtain:
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(44a)Figure 7 : A Feynman diagram of photon-photon scattering, a
well-known process in the quantum vacuum
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Thus, the Newtonian gravity potential can be recov-
ered, to within factors close to one, from a physical
model of ExB drifts of particles in a combination of
the fluctuating fields of the particles radiation in re-
sponse to the ZPF and fibrous magnetic flux and fluc-
tuating E fields of the ZPF. The presence of the charged
particle breaks the symmetry of the spacetime and
causes a 1/r electric field energy density to form. The
gravity force is thus not a steady force on an indi-
vidual particle but an average acceleration in this model.
The weakness of gravity, caused by the smallness of
G, is due to the strong nature of the ZPF magnetic
fields, the 1/r dependence of the potential stems from
the 1/r dependence of the radiation fields of the jitter-
ing particle, constructively interfering with the uni-
form background of the ZPF electric field fluctua-
tions. These effects are, of course very small, how-
ever, the radiation fields inference terms are indepen-
dent for each particle and can add, causing the gravity
force to combine in large ensembles of particles in a
way that the pure EM force cannot. The gravity force
can thus be said to be the result of the statistical me-
chanics of the fields of charged particles interacting
with the vacuum around them, and combining in large
ensembles.
Let us assume in the frustum that the EM waves fol-
low the pattern of the simulations and create a con-
centration of field near the large end of the frustum.

We will assume here, as in our derivation from the
principle of a massless vacuum of Eq. that the mag-
netic field need not be that of the EM waves but is a
magnetic field from the ZPF.
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Using the model of the gravity potential as created by
a gradient of E2 in a uniform background B field we
find that the inclusion of plastic disks in the small end
of the frustum suppresses the Efield in that region.
Thus the region near the wide end of the frustum has
much more E field than the small end even without
plastic dielectric disks, but that the inclusion of the
disks in the small end will amplify the E2 gradient. In
the GEM theory this will create a curvature of space-
time creating a gravity field pulling on the large end
of the frustum and thus pulling the frustum towards
the small end.
We can estimate the magnitude of the force via the
GEM theory by using the vaccum Bernoulli equation.

ACTION-REACTION AND MOMENTUM CON-
SERVATION IN THE GEM THEORY OF THE
Q-V THRUSTER

In a normal plasma thruster, real particles are
accellerated by EM fields to depart the thruster and
this gives a reaction force in agreement with New-
tons� 3rd law of motion. The reaction force accelates
the thruster and the spacecraft it is attached to will
give an equal and opposite momentum to the exhaust.
If we did not use plasma but merely radiated micro-
waves out of an open metal vessel instead, this would
also give a reaction force, howbeit a small one per
unit of power expended because the EM waves carry
momentum via the Poynting vector. However, by
standard EM theory, if the metallic vessel is closed the
EM waves cannot escape and instead bounce around
in the vessel exchanging no net momentum with the
walls, thus producing no net Poynting flow and thus
no thrust. However, standard EM theory must be
modified to include GEM effects, the fact that
spacetime is electromagnetic and thus can carry mo-
mentum itself. In the case of the Frustum, the intense
EM fields inside can modify spacetime, inducing a
space-time curvature, and thus create gravity fields that
create a net force on the Frustum. Interpreting this
thrust as a reaction force, where is corresponding ac-
tion? Stated differently: what then is this a reaction
force to the force on the Frustum and if it freely
accellerated in space? Where would the momentum
be that balanced its accleration? The answer from the

Figure 8 : Thegradient of E2 caused by the standing EM fields
in the Frustum create, via the GEM theory a curved metric
and thus a net gravity force on the fustrum
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GEM theory is that the force on the frustrum occurs
by Eq. 28 because of the GEM interaction with the
gravity field (curved spacetime) of the Earth and thus
the Frustrum is pushing against the Earth via its grav-
ity field. By this analysis, a spacecraft propelling itself
by a Q-V thruster away from the Earth would cause
the Earth to recoil. This is because gravity fields, even
in the Newtonian limit, transfer momentum like EM
fields.
A simple example of gravity fields exchanging mo-
mentum with EM fields is the bending of light by grav-
ity fields. Obviously, the momentum carried by the
light ray is changed, the global momentum flow is
then to deposit the reaction to this exchange of
momemtum to the mass creating the spacetime curva-
ture.

THE THRUST VERSUS POWER RELATION

To complete this calculation we need to estimate S in
the gravity field at the Earth�s surface. The GEM
theory says that gravity is essentially an EM interac-
tion at the subatomic scale and so we can write the
gravity force acting on each nucleon as a radiation
pressure acting on an EM cross section that is propor-
tional to mass. The GEM theory allows us to write
for a nucleon in the Earth�s gravity field:

gmP nnEM  (46)

Where 
n
 10-26 cm2is the EM cross section of a

nucleon, similar to the Thompson cross section of an
electron and m

n
 isa typical mass of 1 amu =1.7 x 10-24

g. This model is aided by the fact that nuclear matter
occupies a fixed volume per unit mass, so individual
nucleons preserve their size in a nucleus:

gmP nnEM )/(  (47)

The mass per unit area is then m
n
/

n
 50g/cm2 or

500kg/m2, surprisingly similar to macroscopic mat-
ter. Using g at the Earth� surface we obtain P

EM


5×103J/m3

Outer space vacuum is thus arriving at V
esc

 =1.1x 104m/
sec and we can write:

27 /10×6 mWVPS escEM  (48)

The perturbing Poynting flux, which we assume is
asymmetrically absorbed in the wall nearest the field
concentration, on the large end of the frustum (area
approximately 0.1m2)is approximately P/A =500W/
m2. Thus, under this interpretation of the GEM theory,
we can write for the steady-state perturbation of space
time curvature due to the asymmetric S field in the
thruster as a perturbed gravity field acting on the mass
of the frustum : of approximately 0.1kg as the thruster

force.

NN
S

dS
gmF QVQV 1010×1 5  

(49)

We can also write this force as a function of applied
RF power.

W

N
N

AS

gm

W

F QVQV 
2.010×2 7




(50)

In approximate agreement with the experimental re-
sults of F

QV
/W = 0.7/W.

Therefore, the results of the Q-V thruster experiments
and other similar experiments can be explained
through the GEM theory. This GEM model is some-
what primitive, but can be refined with the help of
more experimental data. This effect is inherently non-
linear due to the presence of S2 terms in the GEM
equations, so the low thrust per unit power can be
expected to improve at higher power densities such as
employed in the Shawyer experiment.
The GEM interpretation of the Q-V data appears much
different than the Quantumvirtual plasma model of
the Q-V thruster but is actually very similar. Both
models assume a reaction mass tied to the vacuum it-
self. In the case of the GEM theory, that vacuum is
spacetime itself and is tied to the Earth and other
nearby masses. In the case of the Q-V theory, it is the
virtual particles that are part of the quantum vacuum,
and must close the momentum transfer equation by
transferring momentum through spacetime to nearby
masses.

APPLICATION TO SPACEFLIGHT: AN AP-
PROXIMATE MARS MISSION CALCULATION

Using the 0.1N/kW value from the high power Shayer
experiment[2], we can find a simple estimate for the
total V and trip time to Mars for a 30 metric ton
solar powered space craft with a power of 1MW from
a high performance solar array, which we will assume
reconfigures itself to maintain constant power on the
way to Mars. This gives a thrust of 100N and an accel-
eration T/M = 3.33 x 10-3. Here we take advantage of
the fact that a spiral out to Mars orbit at R

M
=1.5 A.U.

from RE =1.0 A.U. involves a R/R
E
<1 and this

trip can be expected to take place in much less than
an Earth orbit period : t/P

orbit
<<1. Thus, we can

use the approximation that the trajectory spirals out
through a series of orbits with the circular orbit con-
dition

2
V

R

GM s  (51)

where V
q
is the rotational velocity in the, R is the ra-
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Figure 9 : The approximately 1 month trajectory of a Q-V
thruster propelled spacecraft(path Q) versus a 10 month mini-
mum energy trajectory hohmann transfer trajectory for a space-
craft (path h) journeying from earth to mars.

dius from the Sun and M
S
 is the mass of the Sun. The

total change in specific energy is approximately:

22 sec/150
22

km
R

GM

R

GM
W

M

s

E

s  (52)

However, because the the orbit will actually be a spi-
ral outward and not a series of circles,part of the thrust
will ineffective due to the thrust vector not being
aligned with the rotational component of velocity.
We can approximate this inefficiency by expression

 Cost
M

T
VW E (53)

The average projection of the thrust vector onto the
rotational velocity on the spiral orbit, is a function of
DR/  where we have defined the parameter
l=2R

E
(t/P

orbit
) where P

orbit
 is the period of the origi-

nal orbit, 1 year. We obtain in the limit of R/  and
t/P

orbit
both <<1:

   22 






R
Cos

(54)

This system gives a correct limit of <Cosf> =1 or
zero gravity losses, in the limit of R/ <<1, a spiral
out over many orbital periods for R/R

E
<<1. Solv-

ing the system ofEqs. 53 and 54 by iterations, we ob-
tain the estimate <Cos>0.7, for an average angle
of the spiral of 45o. We then obtain by this analysis
a V  7.2km/sec. This is roughly double the required
V 3.5km/sec for a minimum energy Hohmann
Transfer requiring a Dt 10months. This increase in
V for low thrust trajectories is due to gravity losses
and is unavoidable[9]. However, despite the gravity loss
inefficiency, the required for our Q-V thruster is t
4 weeks or ~1month, so we can take advantage of

abundant Solar Power and the propellant-less charac-
ter of the Q-V thruster to get to Mars in 1/10 the time
required for more conventional chemical fuel ap-
proaches. According, assuming the Q-V thruster re-
sults at high power can be reproduced, this propul-
sion technology will be a true breakthrough in space
propulsion.

CONCLUSIONS

Therefore, creating thrust by injecting microwaves into
an isolated asymmetrical metal container may seem
impossible at first glance, but if one accepts the con-
cept that spacetime is fundamentally electromagnetic:
the GEM concept, meaning gravity and EM fields are
unified, thenforces on the asymmetrical container are
not only possible but expected. Creating an asymmetri-
cal EM field, under the GEM theory, will directly cre-
ate a curvature in spacetime and thus a gravity force.
The gravity force, a curvature in local spacetime whose
structure connects all large masses in the vicinity, cre-
ates a force on the metal container, and it also creates
a reaction force that conserves momentum by being
felt by the Earth and Sun, who anchor the local struc-
ture of spacetime.
The GEM theory predicts that gravity fields are a dis-
tortion of the quantum ZPF fields and have a net
Poynting flow. That is, the fabric of spacetime is elec-
trodynamic, consisting of ZPF fields. This theory also
predicts that we can change the Poynting flow associ-
ated with gravity by constructive and destructive in-
ference between the ZPF and artificially applied
Poynting flows. Thus, in the GEM theory Poynting
flows can create artificial curvatures in the ZPF and
by this curve spacetime creating local gravity fields
that can create forces on a spacecraft or its compo-
nents. The reaction force to this created force is felt
by spacetime itself and transferred to the nearby as-
tronomical masses such as the Earth. This is similar to
the bending of light, an EM field, in a gravity field
where EM momentum is exchanged with the gravity
field. Therefore, the application of EM Poynting field
in carefully controlled geometries can, in the GEM
theory, create gravity forces. This preliminary analy-
sis suggests the frustum experiment at Eagleworks may
be creating forces by bending spacetime, and the GEM
theory allows the calculation of magnitude and scal-
ing behavior to be made, and gives approximate agree-
ment with what is observed.
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